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Sustainability: Pre-Cast

Project Credits

MATERIAL SUPPLIER
Stubbe's Precast

ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS
LANHACK Steelcon Inc.

Sika Canada Inc.

PROJECT OUTLINE:

3,966 m² (42,690 ft²) of solid and

insulated precast wall panels

combined 

7,975 m² (85,830 ft²) of hollowcore

floor slabs 

75 m² (800 ft²) of balcony solid slabs 

103 m (429 LFT) of precast columns

and precast beams

 19 sets of precast stairs and landings 

LOCATION
Hamilton, Ontario

PROJECT TYPE
Residential Building

PROJECT FACTS

DESIGN BUILDER
Roxborough Park Inc.

OWNER / OPERATOR
CityHousing Hamilton

ARCHITECT OF RECORD
KNYMH Inc.

PASSIVE HOUSE CONSULTANT
JMV Consulting

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
Legacy Constructors Inc.



Project Overview

Roxborough Park is the first of five multi-level-storey residential buildings aimed at revitalizing and
energizing the city of Hamilton. The ten-storey total precast building adds a magnificent modern twist to the
60-year-old neighbourhood of the downtown eastside. The building is built to passive house standard and is
comprised of 103 one & two-bedroom units ranging from 500 to 1,000 sq. ft. Total precast allowed for a
truly unique finish with its use of form liner as it reveals single and multi-tonal stains.

The amazing team at KNYMH Inc. designed Roxborough Park utilizing the flexibility available to a total
precast building. It’s staggered exterior walls in conjunction with strategic use of colour creates shadow,
giving the building an incredible amount of depth. The use of wood form liner that include a multi-tonal stain
from NawKaw to create a warm modern look in a total precast building. While also achieving an extremely
realistic stone and wood finish pattern to enhance the precast concrete architecturally.

The most challenging aspect of this project was adapting total precast to achieve a passive house standard.
The use of insulated exterior panels allowed for a building envelop to achieve a high R-value as well as
created a thermal break around most of the building. By working with the engineering team, we were able to
identify methods to eliminate several thermal bridging conditions. The precast structure went up quickly,
smoothly, and stayed withing the project deadlines while working along with the talented teams from
Legacy Construction, KNYMH Inc and LANHACK Steelcon Inc.


